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Herr Nadolny, informed the leaders of the French, Italian and
United States delegations that the conversations had broken down
and no solution had been found. The situation was further complica-
ted, on the same day, by the wide publicity given to an article in
the German press by Freiherr von Neurath, which was interpreted
as a definite announcement of Germany's intention to re-arm. The
German Foreign Minister referred to the German Government's
preference for securing equality by means of a reduction of the
armaments of other countries, but he declared that the realization
of Germany's equality of rights through disarmament had broken
down owing to the attitude of the highly armed states. There was
no hope that military aircraft or big guns would be forbidden or
abolished, and, that being so, Germany would have to provide her-
self with those weapons. The position in regard to effectives was
similar. The impression which was produced by the publication of
this article at this moment was illustrated by the comment of Le
Temps, which declared that Freiherr von Neurath had sounded the
death-knell of the Disarmament Conference.
Thereafter, events moved rapidly. On the llth May Lord Hail-
sham, the British Minister for War, remarked in the course of a
debate in the House of Lords that a refusal by Germany to take any
further part in the Disarmament Conference would be tantamount
to the rejection of the offers made to her, and the situation would
demand the gravest consideration. In such circumstances he thought
that Germany would remain bound by the Treaty of Versailles, and
that any attempt to re-arm would be a breach of the Treaty and
would bring into operation the sanctions for which it provided. Lord
Hailsham made it clear that he was expressing his own personal
opinion and not that of the Cabinet as a whole; but the fact that a
British Cabinet Minister could refer openly to the possibility of apply-
ing sanctions to Germany was in itself a sufficient indication of the
strength of the suspicion and hostility which the proceedings of Herr
Hitler's Government were arousing*1 On the 12th May, Monsieur
Paul-Boncour issued a statement to the Press to the effect that if,
owing to German intransigence, the Disarmament Conference did not
produce a convention, the terms of the Treaty of Versailles would
continue to be applied. In a speech in the Senate on the same day
1 If the German Government were in any doubt as to the change of feeling
towards Germany in Great Britain they must have been enlightened by the
experiences of Herr Hitler's special emissary, Dr. Rosenberg, the head of the
Foreign Affairs Department of the Nazi Party, who arrived in London in the
second week of May and whose reception was anything but cordial (see p. 167
above).

